
 

 

Supply	List	for	Drawing		
2023-2024	

	
The	top	3	items	are	required.	
	
HB, 2B, 4B, 6B Drawing Pencils (General’s Blue Semi Hex, Design, Sanford, 
Derwent, or Prang) – make sure it says “drawing pencil” and not sketch pencil. 
 
1 X-Large Kneaded Eraser (Prismacolor- please buy this brand – others are not as 
good). You will probably go through more than one of these during the year. 
 
White “Factis BM2” Pencil Eraser - this is a must in drawing class. Please do not 
substitute with another pencil eraser. If you have a problem finding this, let me 
know. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
1 Small (Spiral or Bound) Sketch Pad (around 51/2” x 8 ½”) this is for the weekly 
sketches required for class. But if you really don’t think you will continue drawing 
in it after this class, you can omit buying it and turn in the required sketches on 
loose paper stapled together.  I think it’s nice to keep all your sketches in one place 
though.  If you are considering art for college, I would recommend getting a slightly 
larger pad, and perhaps a bound one (not spiral bound). 

___________________________________________________ 
The following are optional – only if you would like to own them – I keep these 
items in the PEP room.   
 
1 11 x 14 Spiral Bound “Drawing” Pad (Strathmore 80 lb. or Canson 70 lb.)  

If you think you might like to have your own drawing pad, then I would definitely 
buy one of these pads.  

 
Drawing Board – This is really a must in my mind if you love to draw.  If so, I 
would invest in one.  You can bring yours but I have these in the classroom to use.  
Buy one if you would like to use it at home.  The best ones have one large clip 
(which will accommodate most artist pads), instead of the ones having 2 spring 
clips (these are too small to hold most pads).  Hobby Lobby carries an 18 x 18 
drawing board with one clip.  Do not get a larger board than this. 
 
I would also advise labeling as many items as you can.  I am always finding pencils 
and erasers left behind each class and have no way of knowing whose they are. 
 
Feel free to call or email me with any questions.    513-706-2590 
 


